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Abstract

The rel-ationship between sex-rore cl-assification, sex

of subject, and sex of model with regard to susceptibitity
to modelling infl-uences was investigated. rntroductory
psychol-og¡ students were screened on the Bem Sex Rol_e

rnventory and categorized as mascurine, f emi-nine, andro6S¡nous

or undifferentiated. Efeven male and eleven femal-e students

were then chosen to represent each sex rol_e cl_assification,
with the exception of feminine-typed mal-es where there were

insufficient numbers to form a cell. only two mare subjects
scored in the feminine or near-feminine typed categories.

subjects viewed one of two videotapes, each showing a

mal-e and a femal-e model- engaged. in a figure size judgment

task. sometimes model-s agreed and sometimes disagreed on

choice of figure. subsequent to model-s choosing a figure,
subjects recorded their choices and at the end. of the

experiment rated the competence of the model-s. contrary
to predictions, there were no differences in imitation
arnong sex role groups nor was sex of model- significant in
ratings of percei-ved competence. There was some support
for the hypothesis that sex-typed individual-s differentially
imitate sarne sex model-s more than do androg¡nous subjects"

consensus between the models (i.e., agreement on a figure)
did not produce ar{f differences among sex role groups.

There were unexpected differences in subjects' responses
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to the two sets of modeÌs, with subjects significantly
imitating the female mod,el- in tape 2 more than the femal_e

model- in tape 1 and the mal-e model in tape 1 more than the

male mode] in tape Z. Thus, within tapes, the mal_e was

imitated more in tape 1 and the femal-e more in tape z,

arthough sex of model was not significant when tapes were

combined.

The results are discussed in terms of the need to
provide more than one instance of each moder variabl_e. The

confl-icting resul-ts yielded by the two tapes make generaÌ-

ization about the study's contribution to androgyny theory
difficult.



Tntroduction

As a psychological construct, mascul_inity-femininity
(ttl-¡') has traditionally been regarded as a bipolar charac-

teristic (see constantinople, L9Z3), Early tests designed.

to measure this trait were based on the assumption that
masculinity and femininity were, ât least in some degree,

mutually exclusive entities. Frequently, the non-end,orse-

ment of , or l-ow score ofl, a masculine-typed item was con-

sidered a feminine response, and vice-versa. As a result,
it was a technical- impossibility for an individual to

register high scores on both traits. The measurement

tool-s in existence simply would not permit this outcome.

rn general, high femininity scores were consid.ered normal

f or f emal-es and high mascurinity scores normal- f or mal-es.

Any deviation from this norm was, at best, suspicious and,

if large, probably pathological and in need of treatrnent.

l^lith the resurgence of the women's movement during the

sixties and increasing recognition that rigid sex stereo-

typing frequently produced unhappy and l_ess competent

people (eaft, 1969¡ Harford, Witl_is, & Deabl_er, Ig6Z), the

concept of androgyny has gained popularity. Androgyny

refers to the "integration of masculine and feminine

characteristics within each individual, coupred with an

ideorogy that encourages the expression of both mascul-ine

and feminine behaviours regardl-ess of the sex of the

individual- actor" (Marecek, 19?6). Thus, the androg¡ne

3.
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would be able to choose from a broad repertoire of behaviours

and function more effectively in a variety of situations
than the more restricted mascul-ine and feminine personalities.

Traditional personality tests, however, were not capable

of discriminating the androgyne from sex-typed ind.ividuals.
Because of the need to measure androgyny, new instruments

had to be developed. Such tests woul-d necessarily consider

M-F to be a multi-dimensional, not a unitary, trait and

thus al1ow individuals' scores to vary independently along

separate masculinity and femininity continua.

A number of reports on the development of personality
tests to measure androg¡ny have begun to appear in the

literature (gem, L974¡ Heilbrun, 79?6; Berzins, Vüel1ing

& Wetter, L9?6(b); Spence, Hel-mreich & Stapp, 19?5), One

of the best researched and most util-ized at this date is the

Bem Sex Rol-e Inventory or BSRI ( Bem , L9Z+) ,

Development of the Bem Sex Rol-e Tnventory

Bem (L971+) gave her raters a ]ist of þOO personality
characteristics and asked them to indicate how desirable

on a scal-e of 1(not at al-l- desirabl-e) to ? (extremely

desirabì-e) it was in American society for a man or a woman

to possess each of the characteristics. From the original
l-ist, 20 mascul-ine and 20 f eminine characteristics were

chosen on the basis of their being significantly more
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desirable for men and women respectir¡efy by both mal_e and

femal-e judges. Twenty items, 10 positive and 10 negative,
were chosen for the social- Desirability scal-e on the basis
of their being judged as no more desirable for one sex than
the other with male and femar-e judges not differing signif-
icantly in their overall- desirabiriW judgments of that
trait. The social- Desirabirity scale was used during the
development of the BSR] to ensure that it woul_d. not merely
be measuring a general tendency to endorse socially desirable
characteristics. However, its main function now seems to be

to provide a neutral- context for the masculinity and

f emininity scal_es.

The BSRT therefore consists of a l_ist of 6o adjectives
(zo feminine-typed , 20 mascul-ine-typed, zo neutral) on

which subjects are asked to rate themsel-ves on a Z point
scare ranging from "never or al-most never true" to "a]_ways

or almost always true". ( see Appendix for a sample BSRr. )

Ratings for the 20 items on each of the masculinity (M) and

femininity (F) scafes are added and an average score cal-
cu]ated by dividing by 20. Androgyrry scores are derived
by subt::acting an individual-'s M score from his or her F

score normal-ized with respect to the standard deviations
of his or her M and F scores. The resultant t-ratio enables
persons to be cl-assified as significantly sex-typed or sex-
reversed or androg¡nous with negative scores indicating
masculinity and positive scores indicating femininity.
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T-scores ranging from -t to +1 are cr-assified as androg¡nous,

t-scores ) 2.02J are typed as feminine and t-scores < -z,oz5
are typed as mascul-ine, rntermediate scores are consid.ered

to be either "near feminine" or "rìear masculine" depending

on their sign.

rn her original sample, Bem (t974) found that for mal_es

and females respectively, rL% and zo% cour-d. be cl-assified
as sex-reversed or near sex-reversed, 34% and 27% as and,ro-

gynous, and 55% and 54% as sex-typed or near sex-typed,.

Using the salne scoring method, Vandever (I9??) found that
masculine items were rated higher and feminine items l_ower

in his Uni-versiW of North Dakota sample, resulting in
only 6% of males being classified as feminine or near

feminine and 32% of femal-es being classified as masculine or

near mascul-ine. sixty-nine per cent of mal-es and 34% of
females fel-l into the sex-typed or near sex-typed categories.
A comparison of the North Dakota and Bem's stanford samples

indicated some difference between them and suggests that
there may be differences between classification ratios i_n

different populations. However, Segal & Richman (LgZB),

using a different scoring method, compared stud.ents at
the universit¡r of Georgia with those at Adelphi university
in New York, and found no relationship between geographic

location and sex rol-e classificailon. combining the two

samples, for mal-es and f emal_es respectively, t5% and. tZ%
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were cl-assified as sex-reversed, and 38% and 37% as sex-

typed. Remaining subjects were classified as androg¡nous

(L9% and 29%) or undifferentiated (ZB% anA 22%), and cannot

be directly compared to Bem's original classification of

subj ects.

Scoring Methods

A number of criticisms (e.S. Strahan, L975; Heilbrun,

1976) have been made of the BSRI's cl-assification system.

Spence et al (1975) point out that not only a:re individuals

who score high on both the M and F scal-es classified as

androgrnous but al-so those who score low on both scales.

Although they have a balance of both mascul-ine and feminine

traits, these nebulous 'rlpç-161a¡" scorers may be quite

different psychologicälly from the "high-high" scorers.

Presumable, a "low-l-ow" individual- would not possess the

"very best of what masculiniff and femininity have come to

represent" ( Bem, L976) but rather a lack of these desirable

characteristics. Rather than having the theoretical-ly

broad variety of behaviours in the androg¡ne's repertoire,

"l-ow-fow" scorers may have even fewer al-ternatives than

mascul-i-ne and feminine personaliW Wpes and hence be more

constricted. Incl-uding the "high-high" and "low-l-ow"

scorers in the sarne group may unnecessarily increase the

statistical variation in the responses of the androg¡nous

group. Afthough Bem (f975) claims that only I% of the
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university undergraduates she has tested falf bel-ow the mid-
point on both the M and F scales, this may not be the case

in other populations. For example, Kinsell-Rainey (fg?6)

found that 20% of her ad.olescent group scored ber-ow the

rnidpoint on both the M and F scal_es.

Bem (L977) subsequently re-analyzed. data from her

previous studies by classifying subjects relative to the

median score of her stanford group. (rt shoul-d be noted

that Bem's criterion in this paper is the med.ian score,

not the midpoint of the scale as in her previous statement

about only L% of her sample scoring low on both scar-es. )

Those who scored below the median on both M and F were

l-abel-l-ed as "undifferentiated" and compared to those who

scored high on both scal-es. Although no significant
differences were found. between undifferentiated. and and.ro-

gfnous groups on the Attitudes Towards Women Scal-es, Internal-
External- Locus of control scale, the Mach rv scal-e or the

Attitudes Toward Problem-sol-ving scales, there was evidence

that "l-ow-low" and "high-high" scorers do differ. In
general, the undifferentiated group compared to the andro-

gynous group were lower in sel-f-esteem, less apt to disclose
personal information about themselves and less responsive

to either a kitten or a J month-old baby (see Bem, Lg?s,

for more details on this study). Overall_, removing the

undifferentiated qqbjects from the androg¡nous group tended
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to strengthen the original findings. Bem (tg??) concl_udes

that the evidence warrants considering "high-high" and "low-
l-ow" scorers as separate groups and restricting the term

"androgynous" to those ind.ividuals who score high on both

the M and F scafes.

Two procedures for distinguishing between l-ow-r-ow and.

high-high scorers have been proposed. Spence et al_ (D?5)
and. Heil-brun (7g76) suggest splitting scores at the median.

lndividuals scoring above the median on both the M and F

scales are cl-assified as androg¡nous, those bel-ow both

medians are labefled undifferentiated and those with one

score above and one bel-ow the median are typed according to
their high score. A major criticism of this method is that
it considers only the position of the subject's score

and not its numerical value. rt is possibte, for example,

for an individual to score onry slightly above the median

in femininity and near the top of the scale in masculinity
and be classified as androg¡nous rather than masculine

which woul-d be a more accurate representation of the true
personarity type. conversely, relativery balanced scores

could be cl-assified as masculine or feminine typed if one

ís slightly above the median and. the other slightry bel-ow.

Orlofsky, Asl_in & Ginsberg (tgZZ) propose a two step

difference/median sprit method. which would overcome the

major problem with the simple median split procedure.
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Subjects are classified according to Bemus (I924) system

util-izing. t-scores. Those with T-scores in the -I to +1

range are further divided. Those with bel-ow median scores

on both the M and F scales are classified as undifferentiated
whil-e the remainder of those in this range are consi-d.ered

androg¡nous. Orlofsky found substantial- differences in
classification between the median sptit and the d.ifference/
median split methods affecting approximately 30% of lnis

subjects, with the latter proced.ure yiel_ding a higher
proportion of sex-typed individuals and. a smal-l-er proportion
of undifferentiated individuals. Most importantly, this
method maintains the concept of balance of masculinity
and femininity in androgrny and imbalance i-n sex and cross-

sex typing. Tt also resulted in superior d.iscrimination
of the sex role groups on the Attitudes Towards Women

scale for femal-es (but not for males) compared. to the median

split method (Or1ofsky et af, L9??),

Psychometric Properties of the BSRT

Data on the reliability and val_idity of the BSRI have

been accumulating. Early evidence suggests that the BSRI

is a highly reliable instrument, and al_though attempts

at establ-ishing the construct validity of the BSRr have not
been uniformly successful-, there is stil-l- strong support

for the utility of the BSRI.
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Bem (1974) reports alpha coefficients on the internal-

consistence of the BSRI ranging from . Bo to .86 on the
androryny, masculinity and f emininity scales. coefficients
on the social DesirabiliW scale were .zo and ,25, Hogan's

(1977) combined sampJ-e of high school- and universit¡r students

had split-half reliabiliw coefficients of .9o and. . 84 on

the M scal-e and ,89 and .Bz on the F scar-e for mal-es and

females respectiveJ-y. The social Desirabiì-ity scal-e fared
l-ess well-, with reliability coefficients of .56 and ,23.
wiggins & Holzmuller (1978) report alpha coeffícients of
.72 on the F scafe and .83 on the M scare for a combined

g-roup of male and f emal-e undergraduates.

Test-retest reliability over a 4-week intervar- was

.9o f or both M and F, .93 for androg¡ny, and .Bg f or social-
Desirability (Bem, I974) . Kinset_l-Rainey (L976) reports
a Pearson r of ,Bg (n=tJJ) on the androg¡ny scores over

an B-week period.

The validity of Bem's (tgZ+) basic assumption that
masculinity and femininity are two separaie constructs
and not a single bipolar dimension has been establ-ished

by a number of investigators (Lussenheide & vandever, r9?B;

Vtlaters, iniaters & Pincus, Lg?Z; Heil-brun, IgT6), Combining

mal-e and female subjects, Vrtiggins & Hol-zmul_ler (Lg?B)

found a correl-ation of -.rz7 between the M and F scales

of the BSRT, non-significant at the p<.01 level- (t¡re authors
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chose this l-evel- of significance but the correlation is
also non-significant at p <.O5). Bem (Lg?+) reported,

correl-ations between M and F scores in her normative groups

ranging from /r/=.OZ to /r/=.74, all non-significant.
However, Hogan (L9ZZ ) found a correl_ation of .I5 (p<.05)

for his fema]e subjects and ,?L for his male subjects
(p4.001), but suggests that a positive response set on the

part of his subjects was responsible, expecialr-y since
correl-ations between the social Desirability scal_e and the

majority of his subjects' scal-e scores were both positive
and statistically significant.

Two independent factor analytic studies of the BSRI

(Gaudreau, L9?7; lrtaters et âr, L9?z) have yierded remarkably

simil-ar resul-ts even though based on quite different popul-

ations (industria]- workers, police officers and housewives

vs. college undergraduates). Four factors were identified.
One simply represents the biological sex of the subject.
A second feminine factor represents an affective, expressive

orientation and includes essentially the same items from

the F scale in both studies. Five feminine ad.jectives
( child-like, gullibIe, shy, sof t-spoken, d.oes not use

harsh language) did not l-oad on the feminine factor in
either study, and. upon inspection, do not appear congruent

with an affective, expressi-ve orientation. rn fact, 3 of
the items, "shy", "gullible", and. "chitdlike", were rated.
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as rel-atively undesirabl-e, whether applied to an adul-t, a

mal-e or a female, by a group of graduate students (Pedhazur

& Tatenbaum, L9?9), Gaudreau also found that 6 of the

neutra1 adjecti-ves loaded significantly on the femj-nine

factor, J of them (helpful, sincere, friendly) at .4L or

better. A third factor, the masculinity factor, loaded

highly on dominant, aggressive personality characteristics.

Gaudreau and Waters et al- found the salne two feminine items

(soft-spoken, shy) to 1oad negatively on this factor. A

fourth "maturity" factor was made up of such characteristics

as "independent", "self-sufficient", and "seff-reliant"

with negative loading on "gullible" and "child-like". Both

studies suggest the del-etion of certain items from the

BSRI and the possibl-e reassignment of a few of the neutral

adjectives. However, both analyses strongly support the

conceptualization of masculinity and femininity as indep-

endent traits.

Correlations between the BSRI and other sex rol-e inven-

tories have tended to be moderate and positive. A comparison

of the BSRI and the Adjective Check List (ACt) yielded

correlations of .873 on the M scale, .737 on the F scale,

and .85? én the difference measures (¡'-wl) (tnlissins &

Holzmuller, I9?B). 0n the PRF Andro, using a simple median

split proced,ure, Gayton, Havu, Ozman & Tavormina (7977)

found correlations of .6J and. ,62 on the M scafe for mafes
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and femal-es respectively. 0n the F scale, correlations

were .57 for mal-es and .55 f or f emal-es. OveralJ-' however,

comparing the two scales, only 4Z% of the subjects fell

into the sarne sex rol-e category on both tests. Berzins,

Welling & ltletter (t9Z6a) reported correlations of ,61

between F scal-es, .68 between M scales, and ,75 on the

androg¡ny difference score on the BSRI and the PRF Andro

for a sample of mal-e and female subjects combined.. Although

these correl-ations suggest that the BSRI and PRF Andro

are tapping simil-ar traits, the two tests cannot be used

interchangeably because of the generally only moderate

correlations between them. A comparison of the BSRI and the

Heil-brun Masculinity and Femininity Scales (Heilbrun, 7976)

reveal-ed moderate and significant correlations between the

two measures of masculinity ( .59 ) and the two measures of

femininity (.38) for mal-es but not for femal-es (Small-,

Erdwins & Gross, L979). Using a median split method of

cl-assification, approximately 47% of subjects were pJ-aced

in the sa:ne sex role category by both instruments. The

authors concl-ude that the two inventories may be measuring

common factors for males but not for females and that the

validity of any relationship between variables and sex

role category must be restricted to the particul-ar scale

used. Kelly et al- (tgZ6) reached. the same concl-usion after

comparing the BSRI, PAQ (Personal Attributes Questionnaire,
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Spence et aI, 1975), ACL and PRF Andro Scal-e. Once again,

correlations anong the respective M and F scales were

moderate and significant but the percentage of agreement in
subject categorization between any two scal-es averaged only

56%. As Lenney (I9?9a) points out, there are theoretical,
methodol-ogical, and empirical differences in the development

of these scales and as a result the constructs measured

are overlapping but non-identical.

Research on the BSRT

Tn general, behavioural measures of the external-

validity of the BSRI have tended to support the theoretical-

underpinnings of the BSRI (i.e., the greater adaptability
of the androg¡ne compared to mascul-ine- or feminine-typed

ind.ividual-s) while paper-and-pencil tests (primarily sel-f-

report inventories) have frequently yiel-ded. ambiguous and./

or contradiciory resul-ts that have been difficul-t to inter-
pret. For example, Hogan (79??) found neither consistent

nor high correla-,,ions between BSRI scale scores and. a

verbal sex rol-e scale (which purports to measurè feminism)

and concludes that this result weakens the construct validity
of the BSRI. But a comparison of members of a feminist
organization with undergraduate women, working women and

housewives reveal-ed that the feminists significantly exceeded

aÌl- other groups on the BSRI androg¡ny scal-e ( Jord.an-Vi-ola,

Fassberg & Viol-a, 1976),
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The most comprehensive series of behavioural validations
have been carried out by Bem hersel-f. she found that in a

situation designed to evoke stereot¡rpically mascul-ine (i.e.
independent) behaviour, mascul-ine and androg¡nous subjects
of both sexes conformed l-ess frequently to false norms than

did the feminine-typed subjects (Bem, IgZ5). The sex

variabre, mal-e vs, f emale, did not yiel-d significant resul_ts.

rn this experi-ment, subjects had been asked to rate a series
of cartoons that had been previously been judged for
funniness. subjects were fitted with earphones through

which they ostensibÌy coul-d hear the ratings of 3 other
subjects. 0n the critical trials, a false consensus as to
funniness was presented to subjects to determine their
degree of conformity. However, a second experiment designed

to evoke a stereotypical feminine response (i.e. nurturant-
expressive) did not provide such cl-ear resul-ts. For males,

as predicted, both androg¡nous and feminine-typed subjects

spontaneously played with a kitten more than the masculine-

typed subjects. However, f eminine and androg¡nous f emal-es

did not show significantly greater overall- involvement

with the kitten than mascul-ine females. Surprisingly, the

feminine-typed females interacted with the kitten signif-
icantly even l-ess than the androg¡nous subjects. Therefore,

although androg¡nous subjects displayed more behavioural-

flexibility than non-and.rog¡nous su.bjects overall-, the

resul-ts for the femal-e subjects are difficul-t to interpret.
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Although Bem attempts to explain the lack of displayed
feminine behaviour in feminine-typed femal-es in terms of
l-ow self-confidence, l-ow serf-esteem and. timidity, it is
a post hoc effort and of limited utility in predicting
future behaviour.

As inlorel-l- (LgzB) points out, the BSRT is designed
primarily to differentiate individuals on instrumental_
(masculine) and expressive (feminine) domains, and validation
studies could best accomprish their purposes by restricting
themselves to these areas. However, in spite of a few
contradictory reports in the literature, there is a strong
body of evidence supporting the varidity of the BSRI and

the idea that indíviduals may indeed. be usefully cfassified
as mascul-ine, femini-ne, androg¡nous or undifferentiated.
(see Appendix for a brief review of studies using the
BSRI. ) There is now a place for research that will- increase
our knowledge of the functioning of these individuals.
r,enney (L9?9b) suggests a number of new content areas for
androg¡ny research' one of which relates to androg¡ny and.

model-i-ing in the media. littre is known of how vulnerabl_e
individuals classified. according to sex role are to external
influence, or whether they would react d.ifferently to mal_e

and femal-e models because of their sex role.

Conformity and Imitation
Although it is a conmonry held bel_ief that femal_es are
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more susceptible to influence than mal-es¡ ân examination

of the fiterature ( Eagly , L97B) reveats that there is very

little experimental- support for this general position.

Research involving "persuasion" ( i. e. a bel-ief presented

with supporting arguments) or "conformiff" (a belief
presented without supporting arguments) manipulations with-

out the infl-uence of group pressure have not reveal-ed any

strong sex differences in response. However, in settings

where group pressure is evident, Eagly found that in studies

where a sex difference was reported, women were much more

likely to be infl-uenced than men. The question arises as

to whether the independent variabl-es in these studies were

such that one sex would be more open to infl-uence than the

other because of differences in expertise and interest
level rather than personality characteristics"

For example, in persuasion research, content commonly

involves political or economic issues in which mal-es have

been found to have more interest ( Sloan, Love & Ostrom,

1974) and more information (pisXe, t9?6) tfran females.

Sistrunk & McDavid's'(1,97I) research revealed an interaction

effect between subject sex and item type (mascul-ine, fem-

inine, neutral-) in which more conformity occurred. on opposite

sex-typed items, i.e. men conformed more on feminine-typed

items, women on masculine-typed items.

In another experiment, Sistrunk & McDavid (I97t)
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varied the sex-of-source factor by telling subjects that
the influencing normative data had been provided by either
males or femal-es-. Type of item (masculine, femininer or
neutral) and sex of subject were also vari-ed. Neither
the sex of subject or sex of source variables reached

significance, but there were significant interactive effects
between sex of source and item type. There were no differ-
ences in conformity on any of the combinations of source

and feminine or neutral items but on the mascurine items,
subjects tended to conform more to the femal-e inffuence
sources. A significant triple interactive effect (item

type x sex of source x sex of subject) revealed that the

greater conformi-ty on masculine items was contributed by

female subjects on1y. Female subjects very frequently
conformed to the femal-e sources on the masculine items.
lnlhen items were divided as to difficulty ( easy or diff icult) ,

it was found that conformity was strongest on the difficult
items. Thi-s finding, that f emale subjects conformed most

to a femal-e source of infl_uence on mascufine items, is
surprising. Presumably, the greater expertise of the mal-es

woul-d have been expected to exert more influence on the

femal-e subjects. rnstead, they appear to have relied on

a source with which they could more closeJ_y identify
other femal-es. The salne principle, however, did not apply

to mal-e subjects.
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Tuddenham, Macbride & Za]nn (I958), using both mal-e and

female subjects, varied the sex composition of reference

groups. Experimental groups contained either 5 salne sex

members, J men and 2 women, or J women and 2 men. Experi-

mental- tasks incl-uded visual problems, information probJ-ems,

and statements of opinion. StatisticalJ-y significant results

were obtained in only a minority of comparisons which the

authors attribute to the enormous range of individual

differences within groups. Therefore conclusions are

based on consistency of results rather than significance.
Over all three types of items, women significantly yielded

more than men regardless of group composition. The authors'

expectation that yielding by female subjects would vary

inversely with the number of women in the group was generally

confirmed, especiaJ-ly when visual- judgments were required.

The hypothesis that yielding by mal-e subjects woul-d vary

directly withthe number of men in the group was confirmed

only for visual- items. 0n information and opinion items,

males yielded more in the "two other men, two women" groups

than in all-mal-e groups. The unwillingness of Tuddenham

et al-'s female subjects to use females as a reference

group on the visual- judgment task (a "mascul-ine" task,

according to the authors) is ín contrast to the findings
of Sistrunk & McDavid (197I). One possibl-e explanation

may lie in the latter experimenters having presented their
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subjects with a "paper" reference group whil-e Tuddenham

et al's subjects were actually introd.uced to one another,
This procedure al-l-owed uncontrolled and unid.entified inter-
personal determinants to exert an infl-uence. Together,
the two papers point out how extremely compl-ex the rel_ation-
ship between sex of subject and sex of source is ín conformity
paradigms. rn contrast to Tuddenham et al_'s (tg58) rinaing
that men tend to yiel-d l-ess in rnixed-sex groups than in same

sex groups, Reitan & shaw (rg64) found. that both mal-es and

femal-es conformed. more in mixed-sex groups than in same-

sex groups. The conflicting resul-ts are difficul-t to explain
as visual- discrimination tasks were involved in both studies
and experimental- procedures were simil_ar, i. e. sub j ects
were introduced to one another before beginning the exper-
iment. The most likely explanation ties in the operation of
interpersonal variables that infl_uenced the effect of the
sources in different ways in the two studies.

The question of whether femares are ind.eed more easily
infl-uenced is further compounded by Eagly's finding that,
particularly in persuasion research, sources of infl_uence

are predominantl-y male which provides a cross-sex context
for female subjects and a sajne sex context for mal_es. vrihen

sex of source has been varied, the results, simil_ar to those
reported in the model-ling literature, reveal no consistent
main or interaction effect between sex of subject and sex

of observer. some studies have found that varying sex of
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source produces no eff ect ( Coleman, Bl-ake & Mouton , t9 58¡

Meyers & Arenson, L968; Johnson & MacDonnel-l-, L97+), that

male sources are more effective with femalesubjects (Meade

& Barnard, L975), and that femal-e sources are more effective

with mal-es (T,uchins & Luchins, 1955). Part of the explan-

ation for the diversit¡r of findings woul-d seem to be, as

in the modelling l-iterature, the frequent use of one or

very few representatives of each sex.

Eagly concludes that, in general, the l-iterature on

infl-uenceability does not support the idea that women are

more easily influenced than men. There is, however' some

evidence that conformity paradigms employing group pressure

do suggest that women are more apt to conform than men.

She feels that this finding may be due to the femal-es

greater need to preserve social- harmony and may refl-ect

only a behavioural change in opinion rather than a basic

change in belief.

There are differing results for conformity manipulations

when sex role is taken into consideration.

Goldberg (I975) administered Gough's (tg5Z) ut-¡'Scale,

a hlomen's l,iberation Scale and a conformity instrument

(taken from the original pool of Sistrunk & McDavid's

(tgZt) items) to male and female introductory psycholog¡

students. Subjects were given information on the responses

of a previous college sample to the conformity items. The

sources were identified as beì-ng either mal-e, femal-er or
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a mixture of ma]es and. females. subjects were cl_assified
as masculine or feminine, based on their responses on

Gough's scale and as Pro Lib or Anti Lib, based on their
scores on the hiomen's Liberation scal_e. The first set
of analyses consisted. of two l-evers of sex of subject,
two sex role variables (u or F), and three level-s of souree

type. The results indicated thatr orr mare-typed items,
females conformed more overalr- than males, and. that the
al-l-male source exerted the most infl-uence. on female-
typed items, inal-es conformed more. Type of source and sex

role variabfes arso produced significant results. Feminine-

typed mal-es conformed to the same extent to the female

source and the male source on both mal_e-related and female-
related items. Masculine-typed mar-es, however, conformed

most to the f emale source when the items were f emale-rel-ated.
0n mal-e-related and neutral items, masculine mal-es conf ormed

to the sarne degree regardless of source. Feminine females

conformed to the sarne extent on al-l_ three sources on female-
rel-ated items, but were most inffuenced by the male source

on neutral or male-re]ated items. Mascul-ine-typed femal_es

pattern of responses was sirnilar to that of the mascul-ine

males, i'e. type of source exerted no influence on male-

related or neutral- items but they yielded most to the female

sou-rce on female-related items. lnihen attitudes toward

hiomen's Liberation were iaken into account, it was found.

that Anti r,ib subjects tend.ed to conform the most to the
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male source on both mal-e-rel-ated, and neutral- items. on

the fenal-e-rel-ated items, Anti Lib subjects tend.ed to
conform more. rn general, then, the results indicated that
feminine females yíe1ded most to the male source, and

especially'so when the task was femal-e-rel-ated. rn contrast,
masculine typed-females and mascul-ine-typed mal-es reacted

similarly to one another, suggesting that sex rore is a

more powerful- variable in this instance than is gender.

Feminine males conformed to the sarne extent to the three

types of source regardl-ess of the nature of the items.

ïn another study of sex roles and conformit¡r, Bem (L9?5)

had her predictions confirmed, with mascul-ine and. androg¡nous

subjects conforming less than feminine subjects, unrike
Falbo (tgzz) who found no significant differences. However,

their methodologies differed. Bem (L9?5) fra¿ subjects
rate the funniness of cartoons and presented them with a

false consensi.rs vj-a earphones. The voices were the same

sex as that of the sub ject. Fal_bo's (I9?Z ) sub jects also

rated funniness of cartoons, but false feedback about other

subjects' ratings was provided on accompanying rating
sheets. An experiment with a different stimul-us woul-d aid.

in determining how generalizable ( i. e. situation-dependent)
the findings for external- influenceability would be. Arso,

undifferentiated subjects would compose another group

which has not previously been assessed on this variabr-e.
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The effect of sex role classification on susceptibirity
to modelling infl-uences is a variabl-e that has not yet
been examined. fmitation occurs when the observation of
a model-'s behaviour results in the production of similar
responses by the observer. The importance of this process

is indisputable. Most of the behaviours exhibited by human

beings are acquired through observation of others rather
than a complex combination of differential_ reinforcement,
punishment, and extinction of spontaneously emitted responses.

As Akamatsu & Theren (tgz+) point out, research on

imitation has primarily been concerned with the reinforce_
ment ( either direct or vicarious) of the observer and the
effect that various model characteristics have had on the
observers' subsequent behaviour. observer variables har/e,

by comparison, been neglected. That observer character-
istics do have an effect on imitation can scarcely be

denied, given the amount of reported variability shown by

subjects within experimental conditions.
Tn their review of the l-iterature on observer charac-

teristics and imitation, Akamatsu & The1en (tgZ4) examined.

the relationship between irnitation and personality traits
of the observer. They concl-ud.ed that factors such as need

for approval-, dependency, and, anxiety may infr-uence the
amount of imitation but that mod.el conditions are a con_

founding varj-abIe in that the more information a subject
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has about the situation (e.g. the competence of the model,

consequences of the behaviour, famil_iarity of the task),
the more the effects of observer traits and states are
obscured. Tn general, the consistency of the findings on

observer states ( induced. by experimental manipulation)
may be attributed to either adequate control_ conditions
or the fact that the state alone was studied.. significant
results for trait variables have been attained when the

same precautions were taken, but results have generally
been more equivocal- because of l-ess stringent experimental_

control.

ïn a test of the formul-ation that observer character-
istics have a maximal- effect in situations in which littl-e
information is provid.ed to the observer, Akamatsu & Thel_en

(I9?7) compared female college students of high, medium,

and l-ow need for approval- on a moderled size judgment task.
A high or l-ow arousal- manipulation was employed with each

subject and they were assigned to either a model_-reward

or no-reward (i.e. l-ow information) condition. significant
resul-ts were obtained in only the no-reward ( i . e. low

information) condition. Relationships have also been found

in adults between imitative behaviour and, such personality
characteristics as authoritarianism ( candler & Goodman,

1977) and l-ocus of control_ (UtcCo1ley & Thelen, IgZ5) when

l-ow information designs have been employed. rn the present
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study¡ Íro information was provided about the model-s other
than their sex, nor were they rewarded.. subjects were gíven
no indication of the corectness of models' choices,

ït has been hypothesízed that an observer who perceives
him- or hersel-f to be similar to a model is more likely to
match the behaviour of that m_odel- than if there is a great
dissimilarity (Bandura & Ilrtalters, tgØ). One of the most

obvious areas of similarit¡r is that of sex. rf the above

hypothesis is correct and al-l other mod.el_ characteristics
are hel-d constant, male observers should imitate ma]e model-s

more than female models and femal-e observers should imitate
femal-e model-s more than male moder-s. The literature,
however, reveal-s a l-ess than consistent pattern of results
when sex of model and observer are varied.

Hoffman (792?) concludes that, in generaÌ, children
are more apt to imitate saJne sex than opposite sex modeJ_s,

but there are few studies that have systematically examined

the effects of this variabre rn adul-ts. Most researchers
choose either to run saine sex observer-model pairs or the

same model- f or al-l observers. rmitation studies that have

not ignored the sex variable have found that modelling
occurs only with sarne sex pairs ( Silverman, Shul_man &

ltliesenthal, 1972), only with mixed sex pairs (Rickard &

Joube6t, t96B), an interaction effect between sex of model

and status (¡'iet¿, I9?3), and no effect whatsoever (A1bert,

I975). Fl-and.ers, (tg68) statement that "the availabl-e
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experimentar manipulations of sex of M suggest few dependable

effects" (p. 3z?) seems as true now as it was 12 years ago.

One reason for the l-ack of dependabiriw in these
studies is that, in the majority of them, only one male and.

one female have been used. to represent the sex-of-model_

variable.

Field's (1973) study consisted of having Zo male and

20 female graduate students in an introductory counserling
course view a modelling tape of couns error/crient inter_
actions. The same confederate male cl_ient appeared in two

sets of interactions with a mal_e and a femal_e counsellor,
who were described as having either "high status,' or ,,1_ow

status", for a total- of four treatrnent conditions. AJ_though

status or sex of model per se did not affect subjects'
acquired counselting behaviours, there was an interaction
effect with low status males and high status femal_es

producing a modelling effect. sex of subject did not
influence the resul-ts. The f indings of this study are
difficult to i-nterpret, a conclusion the author concurs with,
but the generalizability of these results is seriously
compromised given that the sex of model_ variabl_e was

represented by only one male and one female. Characteristics
specific to these individ.uals quite independent of gender

may have been the significant variables.
Rather than using actual- models, Rickard & Joubert

(tg6Ù) prepared. sti-mulus tapes using the voices of a
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24 year-o1d femal-e and. a 28 year-old mate. Models read

a list of 250 words with each successive block of 50

containing more narnes of animal-s. Af ter every f if th word,

subjects (20 mal-e and 20 femal-e introductory psycholog¡

students) were signalled to respond. and the frequence

of animal responses analyzed in blocks of 10 trials. An

analysis of variance on the l-ast 10 trial-s did not yield
either a sex-of-subject or a sex-of-modeI effect, but there

was a significant interaction with mal_es responding more

strongly to the f emal-e model and f emales to the mal-e model.

Once again, the generalizability of these resul-ts is
questionabl-e given that only one male and one female voice

were used.

Al-bert (tgZ[) investigated the effects of providing

undergraduate students with written materials and exposing

them to either a male or female model- demonstrating affective
attending and accurate empathic response skil-l-s vs. written
material-s only vs. a no treat¡nent control condition. Sub-

jects' responses to a stimul-us tape of ten heJ-pee statements

were then scored. She found no significant differences
attributable to sex of model- and conclud.es that this variable
does not seem to be critical in the model_ling process for
young adults, a concl-usi-on not born out by Fiel_ds (t9?3)

or Rickard & Joubert (1968). This study, too, is vul-nerabl-e

to the criticism that only one mal-e and one female represented

the gender variable.
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Silverman et al_ (I9ZZ) studied the relationship between

characteristics of experimenters and responses of their
subjects on tasks invol-ving projection or description of
self. Subjects, introductory psycholog¡ students, were

shown three photographs each of four different people posed

with smiling, serious and. neutral expressions, and asked

to rate them on a 2z-item inventory. rn the description-
of-self condition, subjects were al_so asked to rate them-

selves on the same items. six experimenters, three mal-e and.

three female, who had previously been judged on the same

inventory ran subjects índivid.uatly. There were no

significant results on the photo ratings, but there were

significant "mod.el-" ( i. e. experimenter) eff ects on the
sel-f-rated measures. Different experimenters did obtain
different resul-ts from subjects but modelling occurred

only within sarne sex experimenter-subject dyads. The authors
state that this is a plausible resurt, assuming "that
subjects more readily use an experimenter of the sarne sex

as a standard for self-eval-uation" (p. zz?). Because this
study used three moders to represent each sex, these resul_ts
strongì-y suggest that, ât least in this setting, sex of
model is a rel_evant variabl_e.

Although the differences arnong these findings are
al-most certainly also due in part to the nature of the
modelled task (e.s. sex appropriateness rel_ative to the
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model), another source of variation may l-ie in the subjects
thenselves. The characteristics of the sample may be such

that subjects have a varying history of reinforcement of
sarne or opposite sex models and have been differentiall_y
reinforced for imitation of mal-e or female model_s. Another
possibility may be related. to perceived similarity. For

example, women with a strong mascul-ine component in their
personality may consider themselves as more simil-ar temper-

amentalÌy to mal-es than to females and may therefore be

more likely to consciously imitate male models.

This experiment attempted to d.etermine which is the
more powerful predictor of modelling behaviour, sex or sex

role, both with regard to total imitative responses and to
differential imitation of male and female model-s. As model_

competence may be a mediator variable (nosenbaum & Tucker,

t962)' subjects ratings of the moders' competence were

taken, al-though behaviourally there was no difference in
models' actual performance. However, several studies have

found that when the same piece of work is attributed to
either a male or a female, the "mal-e-produced" work is
given a higher rating (Goldberg, 1968; pheterson, Kiesler
& Goldberg, 1975; Bem & Bem, I97O) and femal-e efforts
deval-ued. These findings suggest that mal-es are perceived

as intrinsicaì-J-y more competent.

Specific hypotheses to be tested were:

1. Feminine and undifferentiated subjects wi]l imitate
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more than mascul-ine and androg¡nous subjects. Bem (I9?5)

found that feminine subjects conformed more, and the lower

self-esteem (Bem, 1977) of the undifferentiated groups

should result in their being more susceptible to external

infl-uence.

2, Sex-typed individuals wil-l diff erentially imitate
salne sex model-s more than androg¡nous subjects. Presumably

sex-typed individuals would have a more consistent history
of reinforcement for imitation of like sex model_s than

androg¡nous individual-s who have strong components of both

mascul-inity and femininity ir'r their personalities.

3" Sex-typed individuals will perceive one of the model-s

as more competent (in contrast to androg¡nous individ.ua]s).
Sex-typed individuals may rate same sex models as more

competent because of stronger identification with them rather
than opposite sex models or both masculine mafes and feminine

females may see the mal-e model as more competent on the

assumption that males are stereot¡rpicalIy seen as more

competent in most areas of endeavour. In either case,

androg¡nous subjects would be expected to be l_ess biased

because they appear to be l-ess bound to stereotypes of
mascufinity and femininiff.

An analysis was also run to determine whether consensus

between the two models, i.e. both agreeing on a response,

would affect imitative behaviour.
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Method

Subj ects

At the University of Manitoba, introductory psycholog¡

students earn up to 7% of their grade in the course by

participating in experiments. Experimental- sign-up bookl-ets

( including a brief description of the experiment) are dis-
tributed to classes and students choose which experiments

to participate in. The initial- phase of the present study,

the screening of subjects on the BSRT, was d.escribed as as

experiment involving the completion of inventories. A

number of group sessions were scheduled and subjects chose

a time that fit in with iheir cl-ass timetabl-es. A total
of about 18 times were avail-abl-e and. the numbers of subjects

scheduled varied from approximately 10 to about 40 seated

no more than 2 to a table in a cl_assroom designed to hol_d

6O students. They were run in mixed sex groups by one of

two f emal-e experimenters.

Two hundred and sixty-three females and 21J males

completed the BSRI which was scored according to Orlofsþ
et al's (797?) method. Subjects were divided on the basis

of their t-scores into masculine, feminine and androgfnous

groups. Undifferentiated subjects, those whose M and F

scores were both bel-ow the sa:rryIe medians, were then drawn

from the androg¡nous group. Potential subjects were then

contacted by telephone and asked to participate in the

nodel-ling phase of the experiment which was described to
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them as an experiment to assess the rel-ative competencies

of two individuals on a sj-ze judgment task and al-so to rate
their personalities. Approximately one-quarter of those

contacted refused to participate for various reasons, incl_u-

ding their already having sufficient experimental credits,
&eadlines for papers, approaching exains, etc.

Eleven male and eleven female subjects were sel-ected

from each sex rol-e category with the exception of the

feminine mares group where there were insufficient numbers.

0n1y two males, less t]nan r% of those testedr scored in the

feminine range.

Apparatus and. S{imul-us Materials

All stimulus materials, incl-uding instructions, were

presented to subjects via videotape. The stimul_i for the

size discrimination task ( taken from Akamatsu & Thel_en, L9??)

consisted sf 3 identical geometric figures Iabelled A, B,

and C, whose positions were rotated.. In some trials, the

figures were all the same size while in other trials one

figure was larger than the other two. (See Appendix for
examples of the figures.) During the modelling sequence,

a male and femal-e model- appeared on the screen simultaneously

with I figures at the bottom of the screen. The figures
faded out after 3 seconds and the models then verbal_ized

their choice (4, B, or C) of the largest figure. The

speaking order was counterbalanced with each model- speaking
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first on hal-f the trials, although not in a strict al-ter-
nating order. The model-s then faded away and after about

B seconds during which subjects recorded. their own choice

and prepared for the next trial, the sequence was repeated,.

There were two tapes, with two different sets of models

but the sarne set and sarne order of geometric f igures. Two

tapes were used to control for the possibility of response

to a particular individual rather than to sex per se.

Subjects were given a form (see Appendix for a sample form)

upon which to record their choices for largest figure,
rate the competence of the models, fill out an abbreviated

version of the BSRI on each model, and state their view

of the purpose of the experiment. The abbreviated BSRI

was included to support the explanation given to subjects

that the purpose of the study was to rate two people on

the tape and to surround two items which constituted_ part
of the measure of model competence. The social Desirability
items from the BSRT were el-iminated to descrease length,

along with 5 items from each M and F scale because of the

apparent difficulty in rating models on these items (e.g.

athl-etic, eager to soothe hurt f eelings).

A portable video playback unit with a ZO" screen was

used to present the videotape to the subjects.
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Proc edure

Subjeets were run in groups no larger than J and were

seated separately so that they were unable to see one

another's responses. The composition of the groups depended

upon subjects' avail-abiliW at the schedul_ed times. Most

often they were mixed sex but some salne sex groups were

also run, Presentations of tape 1 and. tape 2 were balanced

across groups although due to the fact that there were tt
subjects in each group, one tape was viewed by a greater
number of subjects within a particular group.

The tape began with a head.-and-shoul-ders view of a

f emal-e experimenter delivering the f ol-l-owing instructions:
"You wil-l- be shown sets of J figures l_abell_ed A,

B, and C. Choose the largest figure and write down its
letter on the sheet in front of you. Each set of
figures will- be on the screen for approximately 3seconds. It may sometimes be diff icul-t to decide
which figure is the largest but one wil_l- always be
larger than the other two. Remember to write down
the l-etter of the largest figure in each set."
All subjects were then given a perceptual screening

test consisting of 10 trial-s of sets of J geometric figures,
one of which was al-ways larger, in order to detect arqr

differences in perceptual ability between groups on this
task. Subjects were then told:

"The purpose of this experiment is to assess the
competency of two individuals on a size judgment task
simil-ar to the one which you have just d.one. you were
given a brief experience with this task so that you
coul-d understand how the two people on the tape will_
feel. You will observe a videotape of two people
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choosing the largest of three figures. The two peopte
were in different rooms and could not hear one another's
choices. A split-screen technique i-s presenting them
to you simul-tãneously along with the figures they are
seeing. One figure will always be larger than the
others but at ti-mes this diff erence wil-I be very srnall.
On the tape, Vou wil-l be shown the figures and you
will hear the two people giving their answers. After
they give their answers, Vou will write down the letter
of the figure that you think is the largest on the
sheet in front of you. This Ìatter procedure wil-l
ensure that you are giving your ful-l attention to the
experimental procedure. After the tape is over, Vouwill- be given a brief questionnaire to fill- out on the
two people you have just observed. Are there any
questions? First, we'1Ì have a practice tape and then
you will be able to ask questions."

Subjects were then shown a practice portion of the tape

to acquaint them with the procedure. Tn it, a male and femal-e

model appeared on the screen simul-baneously with the 3

figures on the bottom of the screen. The figures faded out

after 3 seconds and the model-s then verbal-ized their choices

(4, B, or C) of the largest figure. The practice portion
consisted of B trials. Four of these had identically sized

figures, upon which the two mod.el-s twice agreed and. twice

disagreed. on the largest figure. The remaining four cards

had one figure that was larger than the other two, upon

which the two models correctly agreed once, incorrectly
agreed once and disagreed twice, with the mal-e and female

models each choosing comectly once. The four cards with
larger figures were incl-uded. to make the task more pJ-ausible.

Foll-owing the practice tape, subjects' questions about

the procedure were answered and the experimental tape was
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then shown. The experimental- tape was similar to the practice

tape and used the sarne model-s but contained a total- of 36

trials. Twel-ve of the trials constituted the imitation
variable, where the male and female model-s disagreed, with
neither choosing the correct figure, i.e. either all- the

figures were the sarne size (g trials) or the third unchosen

figure was the largest (3 trials). Subjects were scored as

having imitated the male model when their response matched

his or the female model when their response matched hers

or as having made an independent choice of the third unchosen

figure. Thus the possible range of imitative scores per

se could vary from 0 to 12, consisting of a combination of

imitation-of-male-model- responses and imitation-of-femal-e-

model- responses. 0n another LZ trials, both models agreed

on the "largest" figure when either al-l I figures were the

same size (9 trials) or an unchosen figure was really larger
(3 trials). This component constituted the consensus

variabl-e. 0n 6 of the remaining 12 trials, both models

agreed on the larger figure whiÌe on the l-ast 6 they dis-

agreed with each model correctly choosing the largest figure

J times. (f¡re levels of performance for the mal-e and female

model- were exactly equal.) The last 72 trials shoul-d have

served¡ âs in the practice tape, to make the task more

plausible. After each trial, subjects marked down their

choice for the largest figure

After the experi-mental tape was shown, subjects were
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asked to rate the performance of the mafe and femal_e model_s

serparately on a /-point scale ranging from 1 (very poor)

to 7 (excellent), as well- as assessing their personal-ities
on an abbreviated BSRI to which two adjectives, "competent"

and "capable" were added. The performance rating was added.

to the ratings of the models on the two ad.jectives and

divided by J for the measure of perceived mod.el- competence.

subjects were al-so asked. to write a brief statement on what

they thought the purpose of the experiment was in order to
determine their awareness of the experimental manipuì-ation.
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Resul-ts

The 215 m.ales and 26J females tested, on the BSRÏ were

categorized as shown in Tabl-e 1. rn contrast to other
reports (Orlofsky & Vriindle, I7ZB; Bem, L7ZLþ), there were

al-most no feminine-Wped mal-es (ress than L% of the mal-es

tested had androg¡nyrscores of t)l.0) and. that cel-l- was

dropped from the design

fnsert Table 1 about here

The university of Manitoba sample al-so seems atypicar in
the proportion of males, al-most 65%, scoring in the masculine
range and the proportion of females in the combined andro-
gynous and undifferentiated range, almost 56%, To this
point, there are no reports in the l-iterature on the cl_ass-

ification of canadian subjects accord.ing to t-scores on the
BSRI and the only comparisons possibre are with data from

American universities 
1

BSRÏ d.ata on the zz subjects sel-ected for the second.

phase of this study are shown in Tabre z. Group means on

the masculinity and femininity scar-es were u.?zB (s.l .=r,3zB)
and. 4.2+e (S.D .=L.460) respectively
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Tab]e 1: comparison of percentages of subjects in sex rol-e
categories according to t-score on BSRI.

Guse Bem
( re7 +)

0rlofsky
(Le7B)

Females

Masc.
Near Masc.

Fem.
Near Fem.

Andro.

Undiff.

n=Z6j

3 .42%
7 .60

T2, L7
20.9r

42. 5g

13.3L

n= 5i
at6.ge%

o 5u.?,

TB,87

9 .43

n=279

B%
L2

3t+
20

tz?

n=77

7%
7

¿lo

B

"38

MaÌes

Masc.
Near Masc.

Fem.
Near Fem.

Andro.

Undiff.

n=2L5

39.07%
25. 58

0 .00
0.93

2I.86

12. 56

n=58

u+a. 
55%

ots. 5,

20 .69

L7 .20

n=4114

36%
tg

6
5

t34

n=tt7

2r%
t7

9
9

"38

a

b

c

Masc. and Near Masc

Fem. and Near Fem,

Andro. and Undiff.

. categories are combined.

categories are combined.

categories are combined.
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ïnsert Table 2 about here

None of the specific hypotheses were confirmed for the
combined tape 1 and tape z group. Hypothesis L, that
feminine and undifferentiated subjects woul_d imitate more

than mascul-ine and. u..ru"ognrrorr= subjects, was tested by add.ing

the total imitative scores of the undifferentiated. females
(uF) and feminine femares (nr¡ together and cornparing them

with the combined total imitative scores of the mascul-ine

female (un1 and. androgynous female (ar¡ groups. The test
was non-significant (t=.¿l!, d.f.=2L). The hypothesis was

tested with femal-e subjects onry as the missing feminine
typed male cell precluded the male subjects. A one-way

ANOVA run on al-l / groups on total- imitatTve responses did
not reveal any significant differences (¡,(¿,ZO)=1-24, non-

sig. ) .

The resul-ts f,or the second hypothesis, that sex-typed
subjects would differentialJ-y imitate sarne sex model-s more

than androg¡nous subjects approached. significance ( t=1. 4!,
d.f.=2Lt p<.08). Masculine mal-es (nnvl) and. FF tend.ed to
imitate the mal-e and female model respectively more than
their androg¡nous counterparts. This hypothesis was tested.
by comparing FF's and MM's imitation of sarne sex modeÌ with
AF's and androg¡nous mar-es' (AM) imitation of the sarne qex
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Tabl-e 2¿ Mean BSRI Scores

Sex Role Category
Scale

FF MF AF UF MM AM UM

Masc. 3.57 5.52 5.L9 3.?L 5.26 5,ú j.9z
Fem. 5.95 t+.68 5.32 3.99 þ.þB 4.gz 4.06
Andro. 3.06 -2.73 .06 .11 _3.68 _.1_0 _.01

FF - Feminine-typed femal_es
MF - It{ascul-ine-typed femal-es MM - Masculine-typed males
$I - Androg¡nous females AM - Androgynous ñales
UF - Undifferentiated females UF - Undiffêrentiated mal-es
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model-.

The third hypothesis, that sex-typed individuals, unlike
androrynous subjects, would perceive one of the model-s as

more competent was tested by comparing the absolute d.ifference
between competence rating of the male and femaÌe model-s by

FF and IWI with that by AF and. AM. This hypothesis was also
rejected (t=,4oJ, d.f .=z!, non-sis.). rn fact, there were

no group differences in ratings of male and female models

( e( 6 ,?O)= .$Ltg, non-sig. ; F( 6, ?0 ) = . 502, non-sig. ) nor was

any model judged significantly more competent than any other
model- ( see Table 3) .

Insert Tabl-e 3 about here

The mean scores of the Z groups on the perceptual
ability screening test ranged from (out of 10) z.gL for
UF to B.9I for MF (F(6,T0=.65g, non-sig. ). See Tabl_e 4

for group means when stimuli actuarly differed in size.

fnsert Table 4 about here

Treating perceptual ability as a covariate did not
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Tabl-e Jz Model Competence

Tape I Tape 2 Combined

MM FTVJ MM F1VJ MM FM

Subj ects

FemaleFem. !.zl U.93 !,a) +.& U,Zs 4.zU
Masc . !.zt+ 5.Lo 1t..61 4.ll +.16 +. er
Andro . !. 2j !. lt !.62 +. j, a. S+ t+, 4iundiff . 4.Bg 4.45 4.3t r+.iz +.-øe +.Sg

Ma]e
Masc . 

ã . gg y. 50 U. 6z U. zU 4.26 4 .14Andro. !.ll +.-ll t+,61 4.Bg +-.r+6 +.62undiff" þ.40 3.gt+ 4.zz U.?B 4.3t +.+õ

Mean +.54 4.52 1t.56 +.56 +.55 Lþ.5?

Fvalue .+9 L,29 .Z? .5Z .¿lþ ,r+u

All F val-ues are non-significant.
MM - Male Model
FM - Female Model
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PAST

ES

FF

B.9T

16.00

MF

8.64

L6.45

MM

8.36

L6.30

AM

8.73

15. 80

+6"

UM

8.36

t6.90

Correct choicgs Þ sex role groups when stimul_i
differed, in srze.

Sex Role Group

AF

8.00
TIM

7.9L

74.64 t6 .90

PAST - Perceptual Abiliff Screening Task (out of 10)

ES - Experimental Stimuli ( out of 18)

There were no significant differences between any of
groups on either the screening task or the experiment

the
proper.
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appreciably al-ter the means. However, in order to del_ete

any possible influence of perceptual ability on the va]ues

of the other variables, it was treated as a covariate in
al] MANOVAs and ANOVAs.

A one-way multivariate analysis of variance (prins,

L97B) was performed on the d.ata with perceptual ability,
ratings of male and female model competence, imitation of
male and female model and consensus response as dependent

variables. fn the original design, the three independent

variabl-es were: sex of subject, sex rol_e of subject
( masculine, f eminine, and.rog¡nous , und if f erentiated ) and

sex of model-. However, to accomodate the missing feminine

males (FM) cel-l, the two independent variabl-es of sex and

sex role of subject were combined to form one independent

variable which yielded 7 groups: FF, MF, AF, UF, MM, AM,

and UM. There were no significant results on the overall
MANOVA when tape 1 and tape 2 were combined (Rao,s F approx-

imation = .807r d.f.= 36, ZBB, non-sig.), nor did. the

univariate ANOVAs yield any significant resul_ts.

Because of the possibil-iW that the particular tape

viewed was a relevant varïabl-e, a number of post hoc analyses

were run.

To test for any effects due to tape, the MANOVA was

re-run with subjects divíded according to sex/sex rol-e and

tape viewed,, a total- of 1-4 groups. significant differences
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that had been obscured by combining the two groups did
emerge (Rao's F(65, ZBZ) approximation=1.40, p<.05). The

univariate ANOvA with d.f . =!3,6J revealed significant
differences in the imitative responses to the male mod.el_

(n=1 .932, p<.01). Univariate ANOVAs on the ? groups (¡,F,

MF' AF, uF, MM, AM, and uM) were then performed on tape r
and tape 2 subjects separately to d.etect where group diff-
erences lay. There were no significant differences for
tape 2 subjects but for tape 1 subjects there were signif-
icant differences on the imitation of female model variable
(F(6,29)=3.530, p(.01) and near significance on the imitation
of male model variable (F(6 ,29)=2.226, p(.0?) . Tabl_e 5
compares resul-ts on these two varj_ables for both tapes
combined and separated.

ïnsert Tabl_e 5 about here

0n tape r, the mal-e model was imitated more than the female
(t=J.20, d.f . =36, p(.001) while on tape z, the femal-e model-

tended to be imitated more than the male (t=-\,85, d.f ,=i9,
p<.1). There were significant differences between imitation
of the mal-e models on taFe 1 and z (t=u.z), d.f . =36, p<.001)

with the tape 1 model- being imitated more and the femal-e

models on tape 1 and Z (t=-2,86, d.f .=36, p(.01) with the
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Tabl-e 5z fmitative Responses to Model

MODEL

Tape 1, Tape 2 Combined

Male Fem. Male Fem. Male Fem.
Subj ects

Female
Fem. 5.lg 2.6I z.ZI 4.60 3.93 3.?o
Masc . !. 01 j. 56 j ,26 z .gB 3 .?4 I .lSAndro. 4.fi j.46 z.Bz 3.oz j.6z j.zo
undiff . 3.29 3.7r 2.7? 3.+5 3,o? 3.57

Mal-e
Masc. 4.Bo I.95 3.85 3.30 þ.18 z.Bz
Andro . 4. jo t .go z.B5 4.tZ 3 .t+? 3 .16undiff. 3.56 3.23 3.t? 3.49 3.36 3.36

Mean 4.zz 3.oo 3.oZ 3.60 3.62 3.zB

For Tape 1 (male) - Tape Z (male), t=4.29, p(.01.
For Tape t (female) - Tape Z (female), t=-2.86, p(.05.
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tape 2 model being imitated lnore.

For tape 1 subjects, scheffe's method for making post

hoc comparisons between means (t<l-einUaum & Kupper, I9?B¡

p. 27I) reveal-ed significant diff erences (p<.05) on the

imitation of the female model between uF and. AM, betvùeen

MF and IVil[, ánd between AF and AM with female subjects con-

sistently imitating the female model more than the ma]e sub-
jects. There was no difference between uF and. uM. vrlithin
the mal-e groups, uM differed significantly from MM and AM

by imitating the femal-e model- to a much greater extent.
MM and AM were significantly different from all other groups

on this variabre, indicating that the performance of the

uM was much more similar to that of the female subjects
than the other male subjects. Because significance was

only approached on the imitation of male model variable,
a less stringent criterion (n(.ro¡ was used to explore for
group differences. A p(.0J would not have identified group

trends. using scheffe's method, differences were found

between FF and both uF and MF as well- as uM with FF imitating
the mal-e model more than the other three groups.

Because of the differing results on the MANOVA when

subjects were divided according to tape, the 3 hypotheses

were al-so tested on tape 1 and tape z separately. The only

significant result occurred for the second hypothesis on

tape 2 with sex-typed individuals (mr,i and FF) imitating
sarne sex models more than androg¡nous ( AM and AF) individuals
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(t=2,286, d.f.=11, p(,05). This finding suggests that the
trend in the second hypothesis evident when al_f subjects
were tested is due entirery to the responses of subjects
víewing tape 2.

Although the abbreviated BSRI ratings on the models

were incl-uded in the experimental- design only to provide
some validity for the explanation given to subjects of the
study's purpose and context for "competence" items, it
seemed possible that the ratings might provid.e some cl_ue

to the differing responses to the two tapes. Accordingly,
androg¡ny scores were calculated for models based. on sub-
jects' ratings on an abbreviated. BSRI. The mean mascul_inity
and femininity scores were generally l-ower than those sub-
jects had given themsel-ves, and mar-e model-s were seen as

"masculine-\rped" while femare moder-s were seen as more

"androg¡nous". ( see Table 6.) The relatively l_ow f emininity
scores may be due to the fact that the task that model_s

were involved in was agentic (involving the self as "doer")
rather than communal- (involving more "other-d.irected."
qualities), which are roughly equivalent to traditional
mascurinity or femïninity. The model-s' BSRr scores do not
appear to aid in interpreting subjects responses to the
model-s. A number of correl-ations were also camied. out,
relating imitative responses to the maÌe or femal-e model

with their rated competency, and. also rel-ating mod.eI and
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subject and.rogfny scores to explore the possibility that
perceived similarity might explain the different resul-ts

f or tape 1 and tape 2 " The only signif icant coruel-ation

was between subjects' androg¡ny scores and male model

androg¡ny scores on tape 2 (r=.375, d.f . =34, p<.05) and

given the number of correl-ations performed, this can best

be regarded as a chance finding.

Insert Tabl-e 6 about here

Another attempt to identify the sal-ient variabl-es

differentiating the model-s was made by asking 10 (4 f emale,

6 male) graduate students in Psycholog¡ to rate the model-s

on 5 characteristics (intel-l-igent, attractive, competent,

trustworthy, confident) on a f-point scale. The students

were told that subjects had. reacted d.ifferently to the two

videotapes. As well- as rating the model-s, the students were

al-so asked to suggest anlr other variables that might dis-

tinguish between models and. to predict the direction of

the original subjects' preferences.

There were no significant differences between any of

the models on ar\y of the five adjectives, nor did the group

accurately predict which model was more often imitated.
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Comparison of masculinity, femininity and androgyny
scores of models on the abbreviated BSRI according
to tape and sex,

Model-

Table 6z

Tape L
M
F
A

Tape 2

Mal-e

4.42
3. 52

-2.30

4.ll
3. 56

-2.71

Femal-e

4.tt
3.BB

-L.27

4. tz
4. or

-0. þ0

M
F
A
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Each model- was seen as capable of eliciting as much imitation
as any other model. Statements about model_s in a particular
tape were sometimes conflicting. For example, the male

model- in tape 2 was seen as "unsure of himself", "more

relaxed" and "neutral" in comparison to the femare mod,el_.

Models in tape 1 were generally seen as indistinguishable
from one another, although one graduate student remarked

that the femal-e mode] appeared more bored with the task

while another thought that the male appeared more bored.

The safest concl-usion about the different reactions
to the models by both the original sample and the graduate

student sampl-e seems to be that a complex set of model-

observer interactions is operating and at this point it
is beyond the scope of this study to d.eterrnine what they

are and how they are affecting imitation.
Subjects'statements about the purpose of the study

varied. About 48% of them believed that the experiment

had something to do with determining how the people in the

tape woul-d influence their judgnent of figure size but
only 6 ( 1 from each group except for androg¡nous males)

stated that the experiment was concerned with whether sub-

jects woul-d agree with the mal-e or female more often. other

subjects thought that the purpose had to do with rating size
judgment ability in people (Z?%), having subjects choose

largest figures (g%), judging the personalit¡r of a mar-e and.

female (5/"), and miscellaneous others.
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Discussion

The results of this study with regard to vulnerabirity
to external i-nfl-uence of different sex rol-e groups are
inconclusive, d,ue to the different effects that the two

tapes had on subjects. overall, there were no differences
attributabl-e to sex role on either imitation per se or
specifically to sex of model-, although there was a tendency
for sex-typed subjects to differentially imitate same sex

model-s more than did androg¡nous subjects. The most strikíng,
and unexpected finding, had. to do with the different effects
the two tapes produced, as significant findings emerged

when subjects were divided according to the tape they
observed. Had only tape z been used, the results woul_d

have shown no effects of sex role within the male or femal-e

model- variables, but a significant finding on the differ-
ential- imitation of sarne sex models by sex-typed, subjects
compared to androg¡nous subjects. Had only tape 1 been

shown, this l-atter result would not have shown up but
relatively sirong differences arnong sex rol-e groups within
each sex-of-model variabl-e woul-d. have emerged. As it is,
the results for tape 1 and tape z are difficul_t to interpret
simultaneously. However, the fact that z sets of models
(whose appearances seemed. superficially unremarkabl-e to
the experimenter) could produce such different results
suggests that studies concerned. with mod.el_ling effects
shoul-d have at l-east 2 representatives of each condition
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in order to strengthen generalizabil-iff.

The model factors that subjects were responding to
were apparently only powerful enough to d.ifferentiate sig-
nif icantly between the rnale and f emal_e mod.el in tape 1.

However¡ they appear to have favoured the male model- in
tape 1 and the female model in tape z. The identification
of these relevant factors in this study is not possibte,
but further research on how subjects perceive model-s,

personalíties might aid in del_ineating their infl_uence.
At this point, all that can be said is that perceived mod.el-

competence did not influence subjects' imitation. The

resul-ts of this study cast doubt on the generalizability
of reports in the l-iterature that have used, only one model

or one pair of models. rt appears that more subtle variables,
rather than sex or perceived competence of model- can infl-uence
subjects' imitative responses, producing results pertinent
only to the particular model(s) used.

The lack of f eminine typed mal-es ( including near-
feminine typed) in the universit¡r of Manitoba sampl_e was

unexpected, given the proportions reported in previ_ous

samples ( Orlofsþ, I9?Bi Bem, I9Z4¡ Sega] & Richman, tgZB) .

The deletion of the FM ceIl in the d.esign necessitated
changes in the originaÌ design of the study. An analysis
to determine whether sex or sex role was the better predictor
of behaviour had to be abandoned. The first two specific
hypotheses coul-d be tested onì-y for femal_e subjects, rather
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than al-so for males and mal-e and female subjects combined..

Given the reports in the literature of differing results
for mal-e and female subjects (e.g. Jones et al , IgZg;
Orlofsiq¡, I9??i Bem et al , 19?6¡ Bemn Lg?il, the results
cannot be generalized to males. The question arises, too,
whether feminine-typed males realry constitute such an

insignificant portion of the introductory psycholog¡ student
population at the university of Manitoba or rf something in
the procedure of enlisting subjects discouraged feminine-
typed males from participating or from responding accurately.
During the mass screening, the BSRI was administered along
with a handedness questionnaire and. a repression-sensit-
ization scale, which may have affected responses. Tf,
however, feminine typed males do form less tinan L/" of the
population in a Manitoba universit¡r in contrast to American

universities, the reasons would be worth investigating.
They perhaps might have to do with less accepting attitudes
to feminine typed personality characteristics, even positive
ones, in mal-es i-n canada. This conjecture is given some

support by the relatively high proportion of masculine and.

near-masculine typed males.

The general- overal-l- lack of signifícance on the imitative
and consensus measures tends to support Falbo (L9?7) rather
than Bem (r975) with regard to group differences on these

variables, i.e. there is no rel-ationship between sex rol_e

and external infl-uenceability.
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Sex-typed subjects, however, did tend to imitate sarne

sex models more than did androg-ynous subjects, suggesting

that sex-typed individuals have a stronger history of
reinforcement for sa-me sex identification than do androgy-

nous individual-s. This finding is particularly interesting
in light of the very simitar competency ratings given to
all models. 0n tape 1 in particuJ-ar, although al_l- groups

rated the f emal-e model's competence at simil_ar level_s, AM

and MM imitated her significantly less than the other sex

role groups. As previously discussed, perceived model_

competence may not infl-uence imitation. Howeverr ân

alternate explanation may lie in the curuent tiberal zeit-
geist of equality of the sexes. Tntel-lectually, mar\y

individual-s overtly maintain that men and women aïe equal

in ability, recognizing that any private beliefs about the

"natural" superiority of one sex woufd be unpopular, espec*

ially in the universit¡r community. The result may be that,
although expressed eval-uations of male and femal-e competence

do not differ, private beliefs are determining responses.

Support for this hypothesis, especialty with regard to MM,

is apparent from Andersen's (L9?B) article which found that
mascul-ine-typed males more than other sex role groups

endorsed discriminatory attitudes toward women. In the

present study, behaviour may not necessarily refl_ect

expressed confidence in another person's judgment, if this
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"confidence" is a posture rather than a deeply held bel_ief .

The question of how infl-uenceability is related to sex

role remains an interesting one and one that requires further
investigation. However, gi-ven the confricting resul-ts
attained in this study, perhaps a simpler starting point,
one that circumvented the problem of interpersonal- variables
would provide some cl_earer answers.

A replicati-on of sistrunk's & McDavid's (rgzt) study
with sex role as a variable might be a viable alternative
to the method used in this study. As previousry discussed,
the authors used "paper" sources and identifying the sample

providing normative data as either mal-e or femal_e would

identify the sex of the source wi-thout confounding inter-
personal variables. This procedure hords promise for deter-
mining whether different sex rol-e groups are more susceptible
to conformidr pressures and whether sex of source exerts
an influence.

However, the actual- presence of a model-, even on video-
tape, provi-des a closer approximation to real- l-if e situations.
Although the precise effect may be unpredictable, it seems

likely that peopì-e are more likely to be affected by those

that they can observe rather than merery read about. A

paradigm that presented. subjects with only one model (either
same or opposite sex) at a time would provid.e a closer
approximation to the rear world while al_so allowing subjects
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to rate model-s on their individual- characteristics without
comparison to other models. The simul_taneous presence of
two models as in the present study may have -confused clear
perceptions of model- characteristics. Not onry were subjects
forming impressions of each of the model_s as individua]s
but also in comparíson to one another. A study employing
single models in the imitation manipulation foflowed by a
wel-l--chosen list of personality characteristics upon which
subjects would rate the models might come cl-oser to identi_
fying the salient interpersonal- characteristics.



APPENDTX
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Literature Review

A number of studies have examined differences between
subjects cl-assified according to the Bem sex Rol_e rnventory.
A bríef literature review of these studies folrows.

Bem & lenney (rgz6) found that sex typed individuals
were more apt to actively avoid engaging in cross-sex
activities than were androg¡nous and. sex-reversed. individuals,
even when it was to their advantage (i.e higher rate of pay

for performing cross-sex than neutral_ or sex-appropriate
activities). subjects were tol-d that pictures of the sarne

person performing many different activities were needed for
a future study, and that they coul_d choose which activities

they woul-d perform. subjects would be paid but because some

activities were under-represented. in pictures taken up to
that time, the experimenters were willing to pay a little
more for these. The activities were al_l_ simple, everyday

activities that could be quickÌy performed. but some were

stereotypical-ly mascul-ine (e.g. oil_ squeaky hinge on metal_

box, nail two boards together), some were stereotypically
feminine ( e.g. iron cl-oth napkinsr prepâr€ a baby bottre
by mixing powdered formul-a with milk) and some were neutral_
(e.g. peel oranges, plav with a yo-yo). Subjects were

required to choose which one in each of a series of pairs
of activities they would perform. lnlhen there was a d.ifference
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in sex-appropriateness beû¡¡een members of a pair, the l_ess

sex-appropriate activity always paid more. After completing
each acti-vity, subjects rated their feeling about performing
the activity. sex-typed individuars fer-t the worst about

themselves and experienced the most discomfort when per-
forming cross-sex activities, particularly when the exper-
imenter was of the opposite sex.

Bem, Martyna & I¡iatson (t9?6) further investigated. the
rel-ationship between sex rol-es and nurturant-expressive
behaviour in experiments measuring responsiveness to a

human infant and, to à "homesick" conversation partner
( actually a conf ederate of the experimenter) . rn the l_atter
experiment, predictions were confirmed for both mare and

female subjects, with androgynous and feminine types respon-
ding more than mascul-ine types. There were, however, no

differences arnong the female sex role categories in respon-

siveness to the infant, although androgynous and, feminine-
typed males responded significantly more than the masculine-
typed males.

Ke1ly et al- (tgz6) classified male and female college
students into 4 gsRr categori-es and asked them to rol_e pfay
responses to a l-ive partner in situations designed to el_icit
warm, complimentary social skills or refusal assertiveness.
Androg¡nous subjects were rated. as highly effective on these

social- skil-ls while undifferentiated subjects were found
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to be highly inept and socially ineffective. Masculine-
and feminine-typed groups did not differ significantly from
one another and tended to fall- between the androgynous and.

undifferentiated groups on rated sociar competence.

rn unstructured situations, the presence of androgynous

individual-s in mixed.-sex d.yads results in increased inter-
action and interpersonal- attraction compared to sex-typed.

dyads (rckes & Barnes, L9?B). presumabfy, sex typed females,

although sociabl-e and willing to interact, would neverthel-ess

expect the male to take the l-ead and initiate conversation.
The traditional mal-e, a l-ittle reticent and uncomfortable
in the social domain, would probably be somewhat unrespon-

sive. Androgrnous individuals, possessing both expressive
and instrumental characteristics, were more able to adapt

their behaviour to that of the other individ,ual than were

the traditionaì-ly sex-typed. persons.

Jones, chernovetz & Hansson (Lgza) compared androgynous

with sex-typed individuals on a number of attitudinal and.

personality measures. However, the resul-ts are sometimes

difficult to interpret because of the cl-assification system

the authors used. subjects were given the BSRI and divided.

into J groups according to a t-score method ¡ sex typed
(t>1.0 in the direction of the subject's sex), androgynous

(/t/<t.o, ind.icating a balance of male and female character-
istics) and sex reversed. (t>1.0 in the direction of the
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opposite sex). Thus undifferentiated. subjects were included
in the androg¡nous group and "near" typed (1.0 <t<z,ozÐ were

incorporated into the appropriate sex-typed or sex-reversed
groups.

ïn a secondary analysi_s of some of the data, the subjects
were re-assigned in order to determine whether there were

differences in the and.rogynous group between those scoring
high on the scal-e and those scoring fow. subjects were

classified ín 2 ways: Bem's (t9??) subtractive technique
where those in the androg¡mous group are d.ivid.ed. into high-
high and low-l-ow scorers depending on whether both scores
on the M and F scales are above or bel_ow the median, and

spence et al-'s (Lg?5) additive technique where al_l subjects
are classified relative to the med.ian scores. The subtrac-
tive method affects only those subjects in the original
"androg¡nous" group whil-e the additive method also reclass-
ifies subjects originally incruded in the sex-typed and sex-

reversed groups. Because 2 methods of classification were

used, there are 2 sets of comparisons for each sex on g

variabl-es f or a total- of jz resul-ts. Low-l-ow and high-
high terminol-ory re-fer to Bem's method, while und.ifferentÌated
and androgrnous refer to those divided by spence's method.

in this study. The analyses yiel-ded z significant (p<.05)
results with l-ow-1ow mal-es experiencing more problems with
al-cohol than high-high mal-es ( the add.itive method yielded
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near significant results (p<.10) on this sarne comparison)
and undifferentiated males scoring more external on the l-ocus
of contro] measures. There was also a nea-:r significant
(p<.10) rinaing on the self-esteem measure with androg¡nous
females scoríng higher than the undifferentiated femal_es.

Although there were few significant differences between

undifferentiated and androgynous subjects (or between low_

low and high-high subjects), it woul-d be erroneous to assume

that they shoul-d be considered as psychorogically equivalent.
rn this situation, a Type rr emor ( saying they are the sarne

when they are real-ly not) coul-d be serious. For exampre,

although not statistically significant, al_l_ comparisons
on the measure of neurosis yielded t-val_ues greater than
1.0 in the direction of undifferentiated and l-ow-l-ow scorers
being more neurotic. This suggests that incl_usion of l-ow-

low scorers in the and.rog¡nous group in the original anarysis
may have artificially elevated the neurosis mean.

Given these problems, the Jones et al_ findings have to
be carefuÌIy interpreted. The authors state that "contrary
to expectation, AM (androg¡nous males) show greater exter_
narity of control, more problems with d.rinking, and a trend.
(p<.06) toward greater introversion than MM (mascurine males),,
(p. 3o5). However, the first two resul-ts are probabl_y largely
attributable to the input of the low scoring "androg¡rÌes,'
as previously discussed, and although the authors appear to
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equate extraversion with adaptabiliW and. mental hearth,
one might more accurately predict that androg¡nes would
be somewhere in the centre of the introversion-extraversion
continuum: i.e. they would be sufficiently extraverted. to
experience satisfactory interpersonal relations but would

also be able to reap the positive benefits of introversion
such as an appreciation of so]itude and increased sel_f-
understanding because they possess a certain amount of inner
directedness. Compared. to IVillI, FM (feminine_typed maÌes)

were more external, more neurotic, lower in sel-f_esteem and

had more problems with alcohor-. FM al-so scored as more

neurotic and lower in sel-f-esteem then AM. MF (masculine-
typed females) were more extraverted than either AF (and.ro-

grnous females) or FF (feminine-typed females). Two measures

of intell-ectual competence, political awareness ( a listing
of u.s. senators) and the unusual uses Test (a test of
divergent creativity) , were used with the resul_t that AM

performed more poorly on these measures than either the FM

or MM groups. The resul-ts for femare subjects were much

more in line with predictions. Both AF and MF scored higher
on the poritical awareness measure than did the FF group

whil-e not differing from one another. The AF group scored

higher on creativity than FF and showed. a similar trend
rel-ative to MF (p<.10). The contradictory sets of results
for mal-es and femal-es are difficult to interpret.
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Jones et al also used. a series of measures of sexuar-

maturity and heterosexuality (based. on retrospective sel_f_
report data) and found that AF reported. more intimate hetero-
sexual invol-vement and fewer feerings of inhibition than FF.

They al-so were less sensitive to criticism, less shy, less
awkward and less easily embarassed than FF. MF reported
themselves as being more popular with the opposite sex
than AF and also more awkward (?). In general, MF were more
precocious in their heterosexual- relationships than either
AF or FF (e.s. havi-ng boyfriends before age !6, having
sexual intercourse before age 18). The data for femal_es

thus revealed a strong tendency for more active adol_escent
sexual and rel-ated behaviour being associated. with l_ess

Ì;raditional sex role orientations. For males, the only
significant difference was the greater sensitivity to
criticism of FM compared to both AM and MM. sex type was

not an important factor in the sexual maturity of mares.
A number of other variabl_es (helplessness, id.eal- sex

rol-e identification, l-uck vs. skirf preference in a game)

were al-so examined. Jones et al- concl_ud.e that, in general,
masculine-typed subjects, whether male or femal_e, are more

adaptive, competent and flexible than androg¡nous and sex
typed individuars. MM and. FF were general_ly the least
secure and competent. However, this concl-usion shoul-d be

tempered by the knowledge that the androgynous group ar_so
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contained 1ow-l-ow scorers as werl as high-high scorers,
and that some of the measures used. may have somewhat doubtful
validity' For example, is the tisting of u.s. senators an

adequate test of political awareness? Is sexual intercourse
before the age of 18 an indication of sexual maturity in its
fullest sense? rs a high score on extraversion related to
optimal psychological health?

This study was examined. in detail- because of the challenge
it appears to present to Bem's presise that androgynous

individuaÌs would be the most ad.aptive over a large and

varyi-ng number of situations. Aì-though in only two situations,
creativity and political awareness in male subjects, did
androgynous subjects score more poorty than sex-typed or sex-

reversed subjects, masculine-typed. (both male and female)
generally showed the most competent and flexibl_e responses.

lnlhether these results are primarily a consequence of the
measures (self-report inventories) and. cl-assification system

used in the studyr or an accurate indication of the relativeÌy
high level psychological functioning of masculine-typed
subjects compared to other sex rore orientations is a

question that can be answered only by further research.
Babladelis (Lgzg) also examined a number of personality

measures rel-ative to BSRÏ scores and, contrary to Jones et
al (t977), concluded that androg¡¡nous individual-s are indeed

more fÌexibl-e than masculine-or feminine-typed persons i_n a

range of interpersonal situations (but not in creative
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thinking tasks). Babl-adelis used the carlson-Levy social__

Personal Orientation scale ( a measure of whether one is
sociaÌ1y or personally oriented.), the l,if e rnterpersonal
History Enquiry (a retrospective account of relationships
with parents before the age of six), the coping operations
Preference Enquiry (preference for certain defense mechanísms)

the Remote Associates Test ( creative thinking) and two of the
FrRO scales (measures of interpersonal_ behaviour). sex rol_e

cl-assifications yielded nearly twice as many significant
differences as gender. on the carl-son-Levy scal_e, masculine
and androgrnous subjects chose social_ orientations. There

were non-significant differences for gender on this measure.

0n the FIRO-B scales, masculine subjects scored. significantly
higher than the other sex role groups on interpersonal
contro] and feminine subjects expressed. more affection and

and wanted more control- and. affection from others than did.

either mas.culine or and.rog¡nous persons. signif icant
differences were generally between masculine and feminine
subjects, with androgynous subjects achievi_ng midd.le scores
on the measures, leani-ng equal-ly frequently toward feminine
and masculine choices. Babl-adel-ís states that the expectation
that androg¡nous individuals are more frexibl_e than sex-typed
persons in their interpersonal- interactions and personal_

ori-entations ís confirmed in her stud.y and acknowl-edges the
utility of the BSRÏ in predicting behavi-our in these areas.
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A comparison of the influence sìrategies of male and

femal-e subjects classified. on the BSRÏ found that sex rol_e

was a more important variable than gender ( ¡'al_¡o , Lg?il .

Feminine-typed subjects were more rikely to report using
tears, subtlety and emotional alteration and less Iikely
to use assertion. Mascul-i-ne-typed subjects reported using
fewer strategies than androgynous or feminine subjects. one

significant sex difference did emerge, with femal-es more apt
to use reasoning than males. A second. phase of the exper-
iment involving evaluation of participants' behaviour in
a leaderless group discussion again produced differences
attributable to sex r,ole rather than gender. (These groups

were composed of 5 same sex members.) Masculine subjects
were rated more positively than feminine subjects, not too

surprising considering the goal-oriented. nature of the
discussion topic - "Vùhat f plan to get out of col-Iege',.

As hypothesized, sex-typed and androgynous subjects scored.

higher on need for approval than feminine mal-es or masculine

females. A conformity manipulation (funniness of cartoons)
failed to yield any significant findings, in contrast to
Bem's (1975) study. There were, however, some method.ological

differences between the two. The phenomenon of differing
resul-ts for mal-e and female subjects cl-assified by BSRI

scores is a wid.espread one (Jones et al-, tgZB¡ orlofsky,
t977; Bem et al-, tg76¡ Bem, Lg?S). One explanation may be
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that femal-es, and particularly feminine females, are "sil_ent-
ly" expressive" Although the feelings are there, a Ìack of
instrumental-ity prevents these incr-inations from being

translated into overt behaviour. For exampì-e, f eminine-
typed females may want to interact with a kitten or a baby

but are unable to convert these feelings into action.
Feminine-typed mal-es may possess a larger masculinity
component than feminine-typed femal_es and therefore be more

capable of instrumental- behaviour. Certainly socialization
forces woul-d bear more strongly on mal-es taking the initia-
tive than females. Even in the area of sex roles, there
would. appear to be sex differences within crassifications.

irriiggins & Holzmull-er (L9?B) present interesting d.ata

on trait-descriptive ad jectives discriminating androgynous

males from androgynous femal-es. The androg¡nous femal-e

describes herself as bossy, over-talkative, gullible,
aggressive and vivacious. The androgynous mal-e presents

himself as quiet, shy, calm and. passive. On the item

"aggressive", the mean response f or androg-ynous f emales

was 6.51t (on a p-point Likert scale) whil-e androgynous

mal-es scored a mean of 4.82. As the authors state,
"...maÌes and females achieved. androg¡ny by different
routes. Although both androgynous groups clearly differed.
from stereotyped groups of the sarne gend.er, they also

differed from each other in ways that both support and

contradict sex rol-e stereotypes". (p. I+6). For example,
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masculine males d.escribed themselves as dominant and col-d

whil-e androg¡nous males used such terms as warm and. sub-

missi-ve. In contrast to feminine females who saw themsel-ves

as meek and submissive, androgynous females presented. them-

selves as dominant and extraverted. Androgyny was indeed

approached from two different directions. The general
trend is for androg¡nous females to be more outgoing and

extraverted while androgynous mal-es tend. to be more intro-
verted.

The upper and l-ower 25% of the androg¡nous groups for
mal-es and f emal-es were also examined. once agai-n, there
was a sex difference. At a criterion of p<.oooo29, a value
deríved by dividing the usual- lever of confid.ence, p =,05,
by 1 '7ro, the number of adjectives used in the seff ratings,
there were 20 items that discriminated between low-low and

high-high androg¡nous f emal-es. A less stringent criterion
of p<.001 produced 13 adjectives that so discriminated
wíth males. There were no shared adjectives with the male

and female groups, although as woul-d be expected, high-
high scorers in both groups attributed highry positive
characteristics to themsel-ves ( e.s. heroic, assertive,
polished, thoughtful) while row-l-ow scorers saw themsel_ves

in negative terms ( e. s compassionless, spi-neless, peevish,
unpleasable). These data suggest that the high-high andro-
grnous subjects have higher sel-f-esteem than the l-ow-l-ow

scorers, particularly since the high-highs d.escribe them-
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selves as more certain and l-ess self-doubting or unassured.

than l-ow-1ows. These differences are especially interesting
since, according to the authors, the high-high and low-low
scorers differed only slightly from each other in their
masculinity and femininity scores.

wiggins & Hof zmull-er's findings suggest that aJ_though

total androg¡ny scores may be similar for both males and

females, they may represent quite different personality
types. At this date, rìo detailed, data on the BSRr has

appeared in the l-iterature which examines possible diff-
erences on specific BSRI items between male and femal_e

subjects, not only for androg'ynes but also for masculine-
and feminine-typed individuals. The possibility that such

differences could exist can be i-nferred. from studies
reporting the mean androgrny scores on the BSRr of the
diff erent sex ro]e groups f or mar-es and. f emal_es. For

example, in one sample of university undergraduates (Fal_bo,

1977) ' the mean androg¡ny score of masculine-typed males

was -þ.18 compared to -z.o? for mascul-ine-typed femal-es.

Feminine-typed mal-es scored +!.)4 whir-e f eminine-typed

females scored +J,4L. The differences between mal_e and.

femal-e androg¡nous subjects were much smal-rer, with scores

of -.18 and +.14 respectively.
ïn recent studies using female subjects only, evidence

has been found positively relating androg¡rgr and l-ow fear
of success (Gayton, Havu, Barnes, Ozman & Bassett, tg?B),



feminism (Baucom & Sanders, LgZB), and. sel_f-esteem

& Koopman, 7978). Androg¡nous and masculine-typed
have tended not to differ from one another in these
but both groups score in more ad.aptabre directions
undifferentiated and feminine-typed femal_es.
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Name Sex

Student No. Section

Inventory
0n the following page, Voü will be shown a large number

of personal-ity characteristics. We would like you to use
those characteristics in order to describe yourself. ,lhat
is, we would tike you to indicate, on a scal_e from 1to T,
how true of you these various characteristics are. please
do not l-eave any characteristic unmarked.

ExampJ-e: sly

Mark

Mark

Mark

Mark

Mark

Mark

Mark

alifitis
you are sfy.

a2ifitis
a3ifitis
that you are

a4ititis
aJifitis
a6ifitis
aTifitis
you are sIy.

NEVER 0R ALMOST NEVER ['RUE that

USUALLY NOT IRUE that you are sly.
SOMETIMES BUT INFREQUENTLY TRUE
sry 

"

OCCASI0NALLY TRUE that you are sly.
OFTEN TRUE that you are s1y,

USUALLY TRUE that you are sly.
ALWAYS 0R ALMOST ALlrrlAYS TRUE that

Thus, ¡f you feel it is sometimes but iqlrgn!.ly
!f"ç that you are iisly",that you¡ are Tnalicious", al-waÍs o@ue
that you are "irresponsib
you are "carefree", then you would-iãTe TñEe
characteristics as follows¡

sly
malicious

3 Í-rresponsible 7

1 carefree 5



Describe yourself

L+

lever or
Llmost never
;rue

but
infrequently

true

Usually
true

Always or
almos t

always true
Usually Someti¡nes 0ccasionally

true
0ften
truenot

true

Sel-f rel-iant Rel-iabl-e V{arm

Yielding Analytic Solemn

HeIpful- Sympathetic WiJ-ling to take
a stand

Defends own beli-efs Jealous Tender

Cheerful Has leadership
abil-ities

Friendly

Moody Sensitive to the
needs of others

Aggressive

fndependent Truthful Gull-ible

shv Inlilling to take
risks

Tneffici ent

Consci entious Understanding Acts as a Leader

Athletic Secretive Childlike

Affec ti onate Makes decisi-ons
easily

Adaptable

Theatrical" Compassionate Individualistic

Assertive Sincere Does not use
harsh language

Flatterable Sel-f-sufficient Unsystematic

Happy Eager to soothe
hurt feel-ings

Competitive

Strong personality Conceited Loves children

Loyal- Dominant Tactful-

Unpredictable Soft- spoken Ambitious

Forc eful Likable GentLe

Feminine Mascul-ine Conventional
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EXPERIMENT MODCOMP

Name Student #

!.
2.

3.

4.

5.

PART t

PART 2

6.

7.

8.

o

10.

1.

2.

)t

I+.

5.

6.

7,

8.
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Na¡re

PART 3

1.

?.

3.

l+.

5.

6.

7.

B.

9.

10.

It.

12.

13.

LI+.

15.

t6.

t7.

18.

L9.

20.

2!,

22.

23.

27.

28.

29,

30.

24.

25.

26.

3!.

32,

33.

34.

35.

36.
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Name

1" The purpose of this experiment was

2. Rate the performance of the two peopre you have just
seen according to the fol_lowing scale!

1) very poor

2) poor

3) fair to poor

t+) fair
5) good

6) very good

7) excell-ent

Put the number best refl-ecting their performance in the

blank. Male Femal_e
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Describe the

l+

)r or Usually Sometimes Occasionally Often UsuaÌly Atways or
b never not but true true true almóstrue true i-nfrequently always true

true

Sel-f -reliant Anal-ytíc lnlarm

Yielding Has leadership .Inrilring to take
abilities a stand

Competent Sensitive to the Tend,er
needs of others

Defends own bel-iefs Understanding Aggressive

Cheerful Makes decisions Gull_ib1e
easily

Capable C ompassi onate Does not use harsh
language

Independent Self-sufficient Competitive

shv Dominant Gentl-e

Affectionate Soft-spoken Assertive

Flatterable Masculrne Strong PersonaliW

Forceful Feminine
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